Report, 9 February 1976, Milan
Baden Powell
After a 2 months' interval, Brasilian music is back in the Sistina's concerts
managed by Franco Fontana. It was a long awaited and much pleasant event
with, on stage, a father of modern samba and one the best musicians artistically
and technically speaking: the guitarist and composer Baden Powell, who played
in Rome with success in the past years and who was, last evening, the leader of
a hight level concert with his trio (Guy Pedersen, bass, and Joaquim de Oliveira,
perc.)
It must be said that Powell is with no doubt one of the best Brasilian guitarists,
after having paid homage to his leadership (he was with Joao Gilberto, Vinicius
de Moraes and Jobim, one of the few inventors of bossanova and of all modern
Brasilian music). But instead of going ahead with right and due praises, the
writer intends to express some of his doubts about Monday evening's concert;
a beautiful and high class concert but non totally convincing.
Baden is one of the artists arrived at a crucial point of his career and artistic
development. As a leader he could, like someone else does, propose his own
music. But he may consider it "old", since he plays it just a little bit, preferring
to play a kind of classical music with a lot of complex arpeggios which only a few
times explodes into impetuous rhitmical starts, characteristic of the Brasilian
style.
I have to admit, we are a bit pedantic: Powell gives an extremely high class and
interesting performance, but perhaps it should be correct to analyze its
development chances, which are at the moment restricted, in my opinion.
It would have been a better idea to dedicate only the first half of the concert to
classical music and to dedicate the second half to a "more samba" music which
came out only at a few times.
_______________________________________
We thank Flavio Brio (Italy) for his translation.

